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Mangrovia Blockchain Solutions is a software 
technology firm providing consulting, 

development and support services for blockchain
solutions. We offer full-suite services ranging

from data management to smart contract
development and machine learning.

ABOUT 
MANGROVIA

WHAT WE DO



ITALIAN, WITH 
AN EUROPEAN 
FOCUS

Apart from being IBM and Oracle 
business partners, we are also part of 

both INATBA (International Association for 

Trusted Blockchain Applications) and ETSI 
(European Telecommunications Standards Institute).

OUR NETWORK

Headquarters: Milan, Italy

Secondary operating offices: Rome, Italy

Commercial offices:

- Barcelona, Spain

- Berlin, Germany



MARKET DIVISIONS

Mangrovia’s energy
projects centre around the 

creation of new energy
distribution models.

Anti-counterfeiting and 
traceability solutions for 
brands; immutable and 
secure certification of 

quality, origin, and more.

A new paradigm of game dev
and gameplay on the 

blockchain, facilitating new 
business models & introducing

new player interaction
models.

Current project focuses on 
an automated blockchain
NPL - auction marketplace

for European banks.



SUPPLY CHAIN

Brandzledger is a blockchain-
based offering of cloud services
tailor-made for supply chain
processes. Empowering brands
with trustable data and secure, 
transparent data exchange, 
Brandzledger simplifies the 
integration of blockchain
technology into existing enterprise
solutions.

https://brandzledger.com



Prosume provides utilities, 
aggregators and technology
providers the blockchain software 
and support necessary for their
product and solution offering to end-
users, allowing them to regulate
energy data management, trace all
data flows and rest assured that all
information

provided is 100% verifiable and 
secure.

ENERGY



FINTECH

Apart from having recently rolled
out an NPL pilot service with 
Sydema, we also have a 
blockchain solution where we
automate trading operations and 
administrative tasks efficient
(reducing human error), 
integrating them into self-executing
smart contracts.



OUR
APPROACH

We have a unique ability to 
integrate blockchain
technology with legacy
systems.

WHY WE’RE SPECIAL

Our agnostic solutions adapt
easily and are impartial to the 
choice of blockchain
technology.

Basing our tech selection on our
customers’ needs, Mangrovia 
develops modular solutions for 
their specific applications, 
bringing a resilience and 
versatility often not offered by 
software companies.

INTEGRATION VERSATILITY AGILITY



MANGROVIA’S 
MODULAR SOLUTION



EVOLVING THE 
BLOCKCHAIN SCENE, 

INTERNATIONALLY
GLOBAL RECOGNITION BY GARTNER 

ON BLOCKCHAIN CAPABILITIES
A recent report by Gartner (G00355471) has
shortlisted Mangrovia as one of the 9 global 

consultancies who specialise in blockchain, among
the likes of other renown international companies 

such as ConsenSys.





THANK YOU

HEADQUARTERS
Corso Venezia 54, Milan, Italy

EMAIL
lara@mangrovia.solutions

PHONE
+39 02 45391 390


